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 PRAGUE TO BUCHAREST  CRUISING THE DANUBE 

 
Czech Republic – Germany – Austria – Hungary –  

Croatia – Serbia – Bulgaria - Romania  
 

Sunday 11 August to Sunday 1 September 2019 
 

 
Join us on a twenty-day tour to explore eastern Europe, cruising the Danube River from Prague to Bucharest. We 
enjoy two nights in lovely five-star hotels in each of Prague and Bucharest, with fourteen nights aboard the luxurious 
SS Beatrice riverboat. We begin our journey in beautifully preserved Prague, that has enchanted visitors for ages.  It is 
the beginning of our extraordinary voyage through eight nations. Sail past quaint villages and great cities on the 
glorious Danube, visiting baroque abbeys and medieval cathedrals, tasting fine wines and encountering new cultures. 
Along the way, you’ll uncover the splendid Habsburg capitals of Vienna and Budapest, as well as many of the hidden 
treasures of Croatia, Romania, Serbia and Bulgaria. Your luxurious riverview stateroom on SS Beatrice features a 
French balcony with floor to ceiling windows, and the journey aboard includes all meals, wines and spirits, as well as 
shore excursions in each port. 
 
 ITINERARY 

The itinerary for the tour, with key activities, is below. On some days additional activities are possible, some at no extra 
cost, others at additional cost. Included shore excursions are offered aboard the SS Beatrice, whilst some additional 
ship organised shore excursions are optional and at additional expense. Meals included are shown as Breakfast (B), 
Lunch (L) and Dinner (D.) The tour is limited to 20 guests. 
 
 Sunday 11 August 2019  – Australia to Prague 

Depart from Australia and fly to Prague, Czech Republic. Emirates, Qatar and Qantas code-share services offer 
convenient departures. We’ll discuss your travel preferences with you. Overnight aboard the flight. 
 
 Monday 12 August 2019  – arrive Prague (D) 

On arrival in Prague transfer to our hotel, before setting out for a short afternoon or early evening exploration. Prague 
is surrounded by stunning historical beauty, and enjoy a late afternoon stroll.  Enjoy a welcome dinner together, before 
our two nights in a five star hotel - overnight Prague. 
  



 
 

 Tuesday 13 August 2019 (B/D)  – Prague 

Prague enchants with its fabled skyline of spires, fortress-like castle, beautifully preserved architecture and iconic 
Charles Bridge.  A cultural magnet for artists, writers, scientists and composers, Prague is famous for its dynamic 
energy and elegant ambiance.   A thousand years of architecture, from ornate Gothic to fanciful postmodern, have 
been beautifully preserved in Prague, and a lively art scene and up-and-coming fashion designers, make it a fun as 
well as a beautiful place to visit. You can choose to gain an overview of the city with a panoramic tour that carries you 
past such sights as the State Opera House, the National Museum and Wenceslas Square on your way to massive 
Prague Castle. Step inside the castle’s protective walls and enter a self-contained city, with courtyards, palaces, 
towers, churches and gardens designed for kings and emperors, along with housing and workplaces for all those who 
tended the rulers. Among the highlights are lofty St. Vitus Cathedral, which took 600 years to finish, and Vladislav Hall, 
whose complex stone-vaulting system was one of the most advanced engineering feats of the late Middle Ages. After 
strolling through Golden Lane, a street of quaint cottages where Prague’s 17th-century goldsmiths lived you may 
reboard the motorcoach for a ride back to the hotel or continue our guided walk through the picturesque Lesser 
Quarter, the district around the castle, to Charles Bridge. Cross the landmark bridge named for Charles IV, who 
ordered its construction in 1357; it’s strictly for pedestrians now, so you can pause and look down at the Vltava below 
you and examine some of the statues that line the bridge, before you head to Old Town Square. This was the original 
market square; the buildings that surround it form a case study in Prague’s architectural history. You’ll find Prague’s 
most famous Gothic church, Our Lady Before Týn, there, along with the 14th-century Old Town Hall (which boasts a 
famous medieval astronomical clock), the beautiful baroque St. Nicholas, the rococo Kinsky Palace and a group of 
Renaissance houses. Alternatively enjoy a behind-the-scenes tour of Prague’s Estates Theatre. Get an exclusive 
insider’s look at the exquisite jewel-box theatre, where operas are staged to this day. The proscenium, the king’s box 
and the putti decorating the rows of boxes all evoke Mozart’s era. Listen to a short concert of music composed by 
Mozart and his contemporaries in the Mozart Salon before enjoying traditional Czech refreshments at the café in 
Municipal House, the premier art nouveau building in Prague. Dinner is included and overnight Prague. 
 
 Wednesday 14 August 2019 (B/D)  –  to Nurenburg 

Nuremberg has been a city of great cultural significance ever since ancient Roman times, and its long and colourful 
history make it a fascinating place to explore.   Leave Prague this morning and travel via motorcoach to Nuremberg, 
where your ship awaits. Before you embark on your river voyage, you’ll have time to enjoy lunch on your own and then 
we explore historic Nuremberg and visit sites associated with the rise and fall of the Third Reich. One of Germany’s 
leading cities for many centuries, Nuremberg’s glowing heritage as a centre of German arts, culture and economy was, 
sadly, also responsible for its disastrous experience in the 1930s and 1940s. Overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Thursday 15 August 2019 (B/L/D) – Cruising the Main-Danube Canal, and Regensburg 

Today we navigate one of the most amazing engineering feats on the Danube. The Main-Danube canal is a 
masterwork of engineering - it allows ships of all shapes and sizes to cruise from the North Sea all the way to the Black 
Sea, through no fewer than 15 countries. Sixteen locks punctuate the 160 kilometre stretch between Kelheim and 
Bamberg, linking the Rhine, Main and Danube rivers. Building the canal was no small task, especially considering 
changes of altitude. The locks gently lift and lower the ships an astonishing 406 metres over the continental divide. 
Efforts to connect the rivers began with Charlemagne in AD 793, but the present-day canal was only completed in 
1992. When we reach the beautiful UNESCO-designated city of Regensburg, you have a variety of ways to see a town 
that has been an international trading hub for 2,000 years. After arriving in Regensburg you’ll have three options for 
experiencing this medieval gem—travel through time on a walking tour of the city, learn about the city’s Jewish past or 
watch high-tech robots assemble the ‘Ultimate Driving Machine’ at the BMW factory. On board SS Beatrice we enjoy a 
the Captain’s Welcome Reception and then Gala Dinner. Overnight SS Beatrice. 
 



 
 

 Friday 16 August 2019 (B/L/D)  - Straubing and Passau 

We visit Straubing and Passau today.  You can enjoy a walking tour in Straubing, then relax onboard as our ship 
cruises along the mighty Danube, past lovely Bavarian countryside on its way to Passau. Here three rivers meet—the 
Inn, the Ilz and the Danube—and three nations almost meet - Austria, Germany and the Czech Republic. Explore the 
historic Old Town on foot or you can choose a more active adventure. Or relax aboard with a drink and watch the 
passing river traffic. Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Saturday 17 August 2019 (B/L/D)  –  Passau and  Engelhartszell - cruising the Danube River 

We cruise the Danube today, and you can relax aboard as we pass through lovely Austrian countryside. Alternatively 
borrow a bicycle and, with an expert local guide, we take the bike ferry across the Danube to the path that borders the 
river. You’ll pedal through the breathtaking Austrian countryside, passing orchards and meadows, along with the 
occasional castle, charming village or picturesque old church. We ride through Innstadt, the old town on the shores of 
the Inn River, then continue on to Passau, where we’ll wend our way among the lanes of the historic city centre to the 
ship. Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Sunday  18 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Spitz, Melk and cruising the Wachau Valley  

Sit back and enjoy the ever-changing views in the Wachau Valley, famous for its apricot groves, Rieslings and natural 
beauty. Later, take your pick of excursions—a stroll and wine tasting in the centuries-old village of Spitz, or Melk Abbey 
and its opulent baroque-style library. Later in the day the ship cruises through the Wachau Valley. Over the eons, the 
Danube cut a gorge through the foothills of the Bohemian Mountains, resulting in a 30-kilometre stretch of riverine 
scenery so beautiful, UNESCO declared it a World Heritage Landscape. Castle ruins dominate hilltops; baroque church 
towers appear on the riverbanks, marking historic villages and splendid abbeys; and apricot orchards and vineyards 
cling to the rocky slopes. Some of Austria’s best white wines are produced from grapes ripening on the dry-stone 
terraces above the river, where grapes have been grown for 2,000 years. Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Monday  19 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Vienna 

Vienna is a cultural treasure trove revered for its art and music. Experience the City of Waltzes with your choice of 
excursions — a city tour that includes a visit to the State Opera or a curated look at two of Vienna’s finest collections of 
art and curiosities. The grand dame of the Danube, Vienna was the heart of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and remains, 
to this day, the political and cultural centre of Austria. Klimt painted here, Beethoven and Mozart composed here, Freud 
developed his theories here. It’s a treasure trove of splendid architecture, astonishing art collections and inviting cafés. 
Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Tuesday  20 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Budapest 

Located on opposite sides of the Danube, Buda and Pest each has a distinctive character and allure all its own. 
Explore this dynamic and multi-faceted city with your choice of tours — see it on four wheels or your own two feet.   As 
your ship cruises through Hungary toward Budapest, you’ll sail through the Danube Bend, which is lined with scenic 
towns — among them are the oldest settlements in the country — nestled at the foot of lovely wooded hills. Once you 
dock in vibrant Budapest, Hungary’s capital, you’ll discover an enchanting combination of East and West, old and new. 
Even the city’s geography is made up of two parts—Buda (the hills) and Pest (the flatlands)—divided by the Danube. 
Our coach tour takes us from Heroes’ Square, created in 1896 to honour the thousand-year anniversary of Hungary’s 
founding and its greatest historical figures, past some of the city’s most striking architectural sights—Dohány Street 
Synagogue, the Hungarian National Museum, the state opera house, St. Stephen’s Basilica and the truly stunning 
Parliament Building — to Castle Hill, which has been called the heart of the nation.  
 



 
 

The city of Buda began here, when King Béla built a strong keep in 1243 as a defense against Mongol invaders; a 
castle replaced the simple fortress, and over the centuries other castles replaced that one. The current castle is 
primarily 18th century; a museum dedicated to Budapest’s archaeological finds is housed there, and the Castle Hill 
district has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visit the magnificent 700-year-old Matthias Church, 
named for one of Hungary’s greatest kings, and then wend your way on foot to the picturesque Fisherman’s Bastion, 
whose seven fairytale-like towers represent the seven tribes that originally settled the region. It offers a glorious view of 
the city and the Danube below. Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Wednesday  21 August 2019 (B/D)  – Budapest 

A free day to explore Budapest - a mecca for lovers of art nouveau architecture—the building housing the Franz Liszt 
Academy of Music is a particularly noteworthy example of the style. For a reminder of the centuries when Hungary was 
ruled by the Ottoman Turks, visit the 16th-century tomb of Gül Baba (and enjoy a Turkish coffee at the adjoining 
coffeehouse). Or treat yourself to a relaxing day at one of the city’s splendid spas, such as the Gellért Baths. Or you 
may like to join us on an excursion on Budapest’s extensive tram network. Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Thursday  22 August 2019 (B/D)  – Budapest and cruising the Danube  

Today we start with a visit to one of the city’s irresistible market halls. Stalls spill over with produce, sausages and 
meats, festoons of dried paprika, cheeses, and jars of honey, all of it authentically Hungarian. After you leave the 
market, stop for coffee and a sweet treat at Szamos Gourmet Palace, a combination pastry shop, café and chocolate 
maker in Vörösmarty Square. Marzipan is a favourite confection in Budapest, and Szamos has specialized in making it 
since the 1930s, and the shop’s truffle selection is equally irresistible. Refreshed, you’ll be ready to join a tram for a 
visit to the gracious green spaces of Károlyi Garden, sometimes described as Budapest’s most charming small park. 
Ramble along the boulevards and pass the Hungarian National Museum, truly getting the feel for this dynamic city, as 
we head back toward the ship. Dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Friday 23 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – cruising the Danube River and Vukovar and Osijek, Croatia 

We cruise into Croatia – an ancient country which has made a remarkable recovery from a brutal civil war, and noted 
for its beautiful countryside and thriving folk traditions, as well as delicious simple, local rustic food. We dock in 
Vukovar, Croatia’s biggest port, at the confluence of the Danube and Vuka rivers. We have two choice s today. Venture 
into a lesser-known part of Croatia. Osijek is an attractive town on the banks of the Drava River that combines a long 
history—settlement predates the Romans, who built a fortress there that was conquered by Attila the Hun. Stroll 
through Tvrda, the baroque military and civil complex begun in 1687 by the Habsburgs after they seized the town from 
the Ottoman Turks, and see some of the historic highlights with a panoramic tour, before a stop in a local village just 
outside the city for a traditional Croatian lunch hosted by local villagers. Alternatively enjoy a short walk through the 
town of Vukovar, before heading to Osijek to visit Tvrda. Visit the Church of the Holy Cross, built by the Franciscans 
after the Ottomans left, then visit the Vucedol Museum. The basic idea behind the concept of this unique museum was 
integration into the terrain—the entire structure is designed to be mostly buried in the ground and only the façade is 
open to the landscape. Its shape, as serpentine, follows terrain, and on whose green roof you can reach the 
archaeological sites over the museum. Along the path, you’ll encounter the various Vučedol culture archaeological 
findings that have been discovered to date, which showcase the daily life and customs during a turbulent time of the 
immigration of the first Indo-Europeans and their relationship with the natives, the blending of material cultures and 
religions. Later, enjoy lunch at the Goldschmidt winery, before we return to the ship for dinner and overnight SS 
Beatrice. 
 



 
 

 
 
 Saturday 24 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Belgrade, Serbia 

Signs of Belgrade’s tumultuous history are visible everywhere, juxtaposed with the vibrant modern-day. People 
originally settled at the confluence of the Danube and the Sava some 7,000 years ago, making Belgrade one of 
Europe’s oldest cities. Perhaps its most significant landmark is the Beogradska Tvrđava, an imposing fortress at the 
confluence of the Danube and the Sava rivers. The fort is a testament to the city’s strategic importance to the Roman, 
Byzantine, Ottoman, Serbian and Austrian empires, and it's now the site of several museums as well as Kalemegdan, a 
vast park. You have two different ways to see it today – the choice is yours. Join a coach tour through the city, where 
you’ll see a mix of architectural styles that reveal the city’s past, ranging from Gothic, Ottoman, baroque and art 
nouveau to utilitarian Communist apartment blocks and modern high-rises. While Belgrade has been no stranger to 
political upheaval, the 19th-century Residence of Princess Ljubica and serene old residential streets speak of calmer 
days, as do the bustling present-day café-lined boulevards. You’ll pass the tomb and memorial museum of Josip Broz 
Tito, which is located at the site of Tito’s former residence in Belgrade’s affluent Dedinje neighbourhood, and visit 
Kalemegdan Fortress. Ancient Romans built the first fortress here, and successive conquerors and defenders—Slavs, 
Byzantines, Ottomans, Habsburgs—continued to build and destroy fortifications on this site for another 1,500 years. 
Walk along the old stone walls, passing monuments and memorials for a sense of Serbia’s distant and more recent 
history. Visit the Karadjordjevic Dynasty Palace and sip a glass of sparkling Serbian wine as you tour a compound of 
palaces built in the 1920s and 1930s. Serbia’s royal family, which is related to most of Europe’s royalty, has a strictly 
honourary position in modern-day democratic Serbia, but Crown Prince Alexander (who did not feel that taking the title 
of king was appropriate when his father died in exile in the United States in 1972) and his family still live in these 
palaces. Guides will show you the public rooms of the Royal Palace, the White Palace, the adjacent chapel and the 
spacious grounds, before returning to the ship. Alternatively mount a bike and spend a leisurely half-day getting an up-
close look at Belgrade, complete with lively commentary from your guide, who will tell you not just about the tumultuous 
recent past but also what it’s like to live here. Ride past Branko’s Bridge, Staro Sajmište (a former concentration camp), 
the Palace of Serbia and Hotel Jugoslavija; after a refreshing stop at a traditional sherman’s bar, you’ll be ready to 
pedal to Kalemegdan Fortress and see a little more of Serbia’s more distant past. Return to the ship for dinner and 
overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Sunday 25 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Golubac and  cruising the Iron Gates of the Danube 

Today enjoy the spectacular scenery of the Danube as we cruise the breathtaking Iron Gates, a 134 kilometre stretch 
of scenic gorges that were cut through the Carpathian and Balkan mountains over eons by the Danube River. These 
gorges, which act as a natural border between Serbia and Romania, are considered my many as among the most 
dramatic and beautiful sights of Europe. This was one of the swiftest and most dangerous stretches of the river before 
two dams were built: Iron Gate I and Iron Gate II. Construction on the dams began in 1964 and took 20 years to 
complete; they have dramatically altered the area’s landscape, raising the water level by 35 metres and drowning 
several islands and villages. History lines the banks of the river, with Trajan’s Plaque, which the ancient Romans 
erected to commemorate the road they anchored in the steep cliffs above the water. We visit Lepenski Vir, one of the 
largest and most significant prehistoric archaeological sites from the Stone Age, located on the Danube. It was once 
the epicentre of one of the most highly developed prehistoric cultures, with complex social relations and rudimentary 
urban planning. The discovery of this prehistoric settlement has changed the image experts once had about the early 
Stone Age, expanding scientists’ knowledge about human communities that walked the earth millennia ago. At 
Golubac Castle, one of the best preserved medieval fortresses in Europe, we inspect a powerhouse that has loomed 
over the Danube for centuries - built in the 14th century and attacked successively by the Serbs, Magyars and Turks - 
the Turks won the castle in 1458, which helped to reinforce their control of the area until 1867, when they abandoned it. 
Return to the ship for dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 



 
 

 Monday 26 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Vidin and cruising the Danube River 

Vidin is a port town on the Danube that once played an important role in medieval Bulgarian politics, as the great 
fortress Baba Vida attests. It’s your base for one of two unusual excursions today—visit the fascinating Belogradchik 
rock formations or head to a riverside estate devoted to the arts in Romania. Drive through the scenic Bulgarian 
countryside to Belogradchik, a small town in the foothills of the Balkan Mountains, not far from the Serbian border. After 
some light refreshment at a local hotel, explore the astonishing rock formations nearby, which are over 200 million 
years old—and have inspired nearly as many legends! Many of the strange wind and weather hewn shapes have 
names, such as Adam and Eve, the Bear and the Castle. The outcrops formed a natural defense for the town that was 
enhanced with man-made fortifications over the centuries. You may choose to hike with your guide to the top of the 
path or not, and if you do, you’ll be rewarded with spectacular views. We return past sights that highlight Vidin’s mixed 
heritage: the Orthodox cathedral, the Turkish mosque, the Konak (the 18th-century headquarters of the Turkish police) 
and the cruciform barracks (which date to the 1790s). The final stop will be Baba Vida, whose stern 10th-century stone 
walls were built on the site of a former Roman watchtower.  Alternatively, cross the Danube via the brand-new bridge 
that links Bulgaria and Romania to meet Mircea Dinescu, poet, journalist, satirist, media mogul and key figure in the 
revolution that overthrew Nicolae Ceausescu in 1989. Among his surprising ventures is Cetate Cultural Harbour, a 
haven for artists of all sorts — poets, potters, painters, filmmakers and musicians. In 1996 Dinescu’s foundation 
purchased a once-grand house called Port Cetate, which had fallen on very hard times, and transformed it into a 
largely self-supporting farm and “cultural harbour.” Artists from all over Europe are invited to participate in workshops 
and residency programmes, and the farm is the scene of a film festival, music camp, poetry camp and even a 
gastronomic arts festival. There’s a reason for that particular focus: Dinescu makes fine wine, which you may sample, 
and the kitchen staff turns out delectable Romanian specialties. Stroll through the peaceful grounds and study the 
artwork on display before sitting down to tapas and music. The setting may be rustic— but that’s part of the charm—yet 
the art, music, poetry, food and wine are quite sophisticated. Return to the ship for dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Tuesday 27 August 2019 (B/L/D)  – Rousse (Veliko Tarnovo and Arbanassi or Rousse and Ivanovo) 

Bulgaria’s foremost Danube port, Rousse is sometimes called “Little Vienna” for its elegant 19th-century mansions and 
public buildings. You may choose to see some of the town after venturing to a pair of historic monasteries or spend the 
day visiting two historic hill towns. Twice the capital of Bulgaria—before and after the Ottomans conquered the nation—
Veliko Tarnovo climbs steep hills above the Yantra River, topped by the ruins of Tsarevets, the stronghold where 
Bulgaria’s kings ruled between 1185 and 1393. The remains of the great stone walls and towers that you see formed 
the historic heart of the Second Bulgarian Empire. History lives in this town, as a quick look at the wares for sale in 
Samovod Marketplace will show you: Handicrafts are all made by local artisans using ancient, medieval or 
Renaissance technologies. You’ll have time to peruse the exceptional local pottery and textiles before heading to 
Arbanassi, home to six amazing 17th-century stone churches, each one decorated with colourful and intricate frescoes. 
Learn something of the multicultural history of this fascinating town at the Ethnographic Museum and visit the 
UNESCO-designated Nativity Church, where murals of the Nativity, the Last Judgment and the zodiac brilliantly blend 
religious and humanist iconography. At Holy Archangels Michael and Gabriel, you’ll hear the otherworldly singing of an 
Orthodox choir in a short concert. Your day’s adventure includes a traditional three-course Bulgarian lunch, complete 
with live folk music. Alternatively walk through the woods of Rusenski Lom, a protected region that is home to a wide 
variety of rare birds, among other wildlife, to Ivanovo Rock Monastery—once an enclave of more than 40 churches and 
chapels that the devout built inside caves above the Lom River Valley. A UNESCO World Heritage Site, it is famous for 
its beautiful and well-preserved 14th-century murals. Your other destination, the Basarbovo Rock Monastery, is the 
only rock monastery where monks still live and worship today. Climb the narrow rock stairway to the 15th-century 
cloister, which is cut into the limestone cliffs high above the Lom River, and admire the arresting frescoes.  
 

 
 



 
 

You’ll also spend time in Rousse - Freedom Square, a huge open plaza, takes its name from the Freedom Monument, 
which soars from the centre of the square; the stately Belle Epoque buildings surrounding the square attest to the city’s 
prosperity in the 1890s. Stroll along wide, tree-lined Alexandrovska, the main pedestrian street that links the city’s 
many attractive squares, encountering such landmark sights as Rousse’s grand theatre, the city museum and the first 
movie theatre (opened in 1896.) Return to the ship for dinner and overnight SS Beatrice. 
 
 Wednesday 28 August 2019 (B/D)  – Giurgiu to disembark and by coach 

This morning, we disembark SS Beatrice in Giurgiu and drive through the countryside to Bucharest, where we enjoy a 
traditional three-course Romanian lunch at a local restaurant followed by a panoramic city tour. Our tour shows 
Bucharest is a fascinating combination of Communist grandiosity, elegant French-influenced 19th-century buildings 
and surprising survivors from the 1500s, which are acquiring new gloss in Lipscani, the restored old quarter. Bucharest 
began as a fortress in the 15th century, a warlike origin that set the tone for its turbulent history. It saw glory days as 
the summer residence of the Wallachian princes and was burned to the ground by the Ottoman Turks; then Austria-
Hungary and imperial Russia fought over it for a century. After Wallachia and Moldavia united to form Romania in the 
mid-19th century, Bucharest enjoyed a prosperity that was reflected in its extravagant architecture, some of which 
miraculously survived WWII bombing and Communist building programmes. You’ll see Bucharest’s very own Triumphal 
Arch, which is modeled on the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, and Victoria Boulevard, lined with chic shops and handsomely 
restored pre-war buildings— and sites where protests brought down Ceausescu’s regime in 1989. These days 
Bucharest enjoys a lively and eclectic cultural scene, hosting international arts festivals and concerts, and a measure of 
prosperity apparent in its busy cafés and thriving street life. But perhaps no sight in Bucharest more perfectly 
encapsulates Romania’s 20th-century experience than the mind-boggling structure known as the People’s Palace. 
Nicolae Ceausescu razed one-sixth of the city to erect this enormous palace—the second-largest building in the 
world—which all but bankrupted the country and helped trigger his downfall. Some 20,000 labourers worked on the 
building, which has 1,100 rooms in its 12 stories. Only a small portion of it is open to tours—in fact, only a small portion 
of the rooms are furnished—but you’ll see the vast marble-sheathed halls, huge chandeliers and basement bomb 
shelter that comprise an astonishing monument to the dictator’s ambition. The cost to the country was enormous, but 
the craftsmanship is exquisite; the dictator meant it to be a showcase of Bulgarian decorative arts, and in that he fully 
succeeded. Tonight you’ll relax in the comfort of a luxury hotel located in the heart of the city, Romania’s capital and its 
cultural and economic centre. Enjoy dinner together, and overnight Bucharest. 
 

 
 
 Thursday 29 August 2019 (B/D)  – Bucharest 

Whilst Count Dracula might be a fictional character who makes the blood curdle, his historical namesake is not. Vlad III 
— known in his heyday as Dracula or "Vlad the Impaler" — was a medieval prince with a penchant for brutally 
punishing his enemies. Legend says that a tiny, verdant island in the midst of lovely Snagov Lake, just north of the city, 
contains Vlad the Impaler’s tomb. Vlad III, who ruled Wallachia (now part of modern Romania) in the 15th century, may 
have inspired Bram Stoker’s Dracula (and countless successor vampire novels), though he got his sobriquet “the 
Impaler” for the brutal methods he employed against his enemies, not for sinking his teeth into virgins. However cruel 
Vlad was, the monks of Snagov Monastery held him in great esteem and are said to have buried him in their monastery 
after he was slain in a battle nearby. Take a boat over the peaceful waters to the serene garden and monastery to see 
the simple marble slab that marks the tomb, as well as the beautiful medieval frescoes that adorn the interior of the 
monastery. Then continue further afield to the opulent former residence of Romania's former leader Nicolae 
Ceausescu, where you’ll have a guided tour. It's been a quarter of a century since deposed Romanian president 
Ceausescu and his wife Elena were executed by a firing squad on Christmas Day in 1989, but now you can roam the 
opulent 80-room residence where the couple once lived, situated on 3.5 acres of grounds in one of Bucharest's most 
desirable neighbourhoods. Our final dinner together, and overnight Bucharest. 
 



 
 

 Friday 30 August 2019 (B)  – Bucharest 

Our tour concludes after breakfast - transfer to the airport for flights to return to Australia. 
 
Thank you for joining the tour and we are confident you will have had a memorable experience with us. 
 
Today join flights back to Australia, or continue with us on our ‘Bucharest to Zurich by Rail’ tour. 
 
 Saturday 31 August 2019 – en route to Australia 

Enroute to Australia. 
 
 Sunday 1 September 2019   – arrive Australia 

Arrive back in Australia. 
 
 OUR SHIP – THE SS BEATRICE 

The SS Beatrice boasts yacht-style light wood with blue and white finishes throughout, a lobby featuring elegant 
mirrors, marble floors, a white Murano chandelier with blue shades, and a grand staircase made of nickel and black 
iron. The ship’s lounge features sofas and chairs with hand-made upholstery, a parquet floor and upholstered ceiling 
panels, solar shades, USB ports allowing guests to charge anywhere they are sitting. The artwork throughout the ship 
includes pieces from Pablo Picasso, Alexander Calder and Pino Signoretto. 
 
SS Beatrice offers four dining options all inspired by famous Austrian composers, including Mozart’s, the ship’s main 
restaurant; Wolfgang’s bar and lounge and Schubert’s and Max’s. For guests seeking an immersive culinary 
experience, Max’s restaurant offers intimate cooking classes where guests can create local European cuisines 
alongside the chef. Schubert’s, an 18-seat café located at the bow of the ship, offers guests shared plates from lunch 
through dinnertime. The cozy Austrian-styled eatery features menus reflecting the cuisine of the ship’s destinations. 
 
Your stateroom – a Riverview Stateroom with French Balcony  
 
Your luxurious riverview stateroom (14 sq m) features a French balcony, handcrafted Savoir® of England beds, built-in 
closets, hair dryer, safe, individual climate-controlled thermostat, direct-dial telephone, and flat-screen TV with 
infotainment centre, with mineral water. A marble bathroom with Asprey bath and body products, plush towels, backlit 
magnifying mirror, cozy bathrobes and slippers 
 

 
 
 ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS  

Accommodation is in 5 star hotels. Most meals are included as shown - breakfast is included most mornings, and we 
have included lunch and dinner on many other occasions. Meals included are indicated as (B) Breakfast, (L) Luncheon, 
and (D) Dinner.  
 
  



 
 

 
 PERSONAL SERVICE AND MEETING INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 

SJR prides itself on its personal service and attention to detail. The tour is escorted by the organiser/s of the itinerary. 
You are assured of the utmost service and our commitment to your satisfaction. We recognise that each passenger 
has different interests, and we will aim to provide the opportunity to allow you to rest from the group, explore by 
yourself or visit special sites you’ve read about – if you wish. Detailed advice and assistance will be given to help you, 
and most travel requirements can be made for you.  
 
 FARES AND BOOKING PROCEDURES 

The tour is limited in size, with a maximum of 20 participants, with bookings confirmed in order of receipt of a deposit of 
$3,000 per person. The tour fare is $14,980* per person (twin share) plus airfares from Australia. Please contact 
us to get a quote for sole use of a stateroom aboard the SS Beatrice as these prices change based on 
stateroom availability. (A suite – 50% larger than included stateroom is available at a supplement of $3,850 pp.)  
The tour fare includes all hotels and sightseeing, rail and coach travel as indicated, all bus, tram, metro and light rail 
transfers when part of the group; all accommodation on a double/twin share basis (single accommodation is available 
on payment of the single supplement); sightseeing and entrance fees to sites as indicated, and meals as shown in the 
itinerary for each day. The fare does not include meals not identified, drinks, excess baggage charges, gratuities, 
telephone calls, laundry, any items of a personal nature, travel outside the organised group. Due to the variety of 
interests of individuals, and the range of sites, museums etc. available for inspection on some days, we have included 
key features in the tour cost. Inspection and entry fees when not part of the planned group activity are not included in 
the tour cost. Additional or optional activities or entrance fees (shown as (O) in the itinerary, are not included in the 
cost. Bookings should be made on the attached form. The deposit of $3,000 per person should be forwarded by 
cheque, payable to St James Rail, along with the booking form, to: 
 
SJR, PO Box N400, GROSVENOR PLACE, 1220  
 
You can also pay the deposit by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT): 
 
Account Name:   Scenic Journeys by Rail 
BSB:    033 364 
Account Number:  612826 
Reference:  Your name and ‘Prague’ 
 
If paying by EFT, include the reference above and your surname, and email to sjr@digitor.com.au to advise you have 
paid. Please forward the booking form to the postal address above. 
 
Debit/credit card payment is available, with merchant fees of 1.00% for Visa/MasterCard and 2.65% for American 
Express. Please call us to make payment by debit/credit card.  
 
 BOOKING, CANCELLATION AND TRAVEL CONDITIONS 

Bookings will be accepted on the attached form. Changes to the itinerary - as the tour operates to some remote 
parts of Great Britain, where accommodation and travel options are limited, the tour organiser reserves the right to 
change and amend the itinerary at his/her sole discretion based on necessary changes to travel plans due to air, sea 
and land schedule changes and hotel availability. Currency fluctuations – the tour organiser reserves the right to 
adjust the tour price based on significant foreign exchange movement between the Australian Dollar and the British 
Pound.  Cancellation fees apply as follows: the initial deposit is non-refundable. After payment of further deposits 
towards the final tour cost, costs for tickets, accommodation, sightseeing etc made on your behalf will incur 
cancellation charges equal to the cancellation charges incurred to us, imposed by suppliers/operators, plus a fee to 
cover administrative costs – more than three months prior to departure, $1000 per person; within three months, $2000 
per person. No refund will be made for cancellations after 1 April 2019. All cancellation or administration charges 
imposed by the suppliers/operators of components of this tour must be borne by you, the passenger. Responsibility - 
St James’ Rail acts only as the organiser of the tour. On acceptance of tickets and travel documents for this tour, which 
may be evidenced in writing by a ticket, voucher, letter, or other document, you accept that neither St James’ Rail nor 
representatives from any other firm supplying services in conjunction with this tour programme, shall be liable in 
contract or in tort (actionable wrong) for any injury, loss, damage, accident, sickness, delay or additional expense to 
you or your possessions arising directly or indirectly by force majeure or other events which are beyond our control, or 
which are not preventable by reasonable diligence on our part,  including, but not limited to, civil disturbance, fire, 
floods, acts of God, acts of Governments or other authorities, changes in itinerary, weather, strikes, war, transportation 
disruption, failure of machinery or equipment, industrial action,  quarantine or any other cause. Where travel is by 
scheduled carrier, or charter service, that carrier’s responsibility is limited in accordance with their conditions of 
carriage. Similarly all luggage is your responsibility, and we cannot be held liable for any loss or delay however caused. 



 
 

The care of your travel documents are your own responsibility. All expenses incurred by loss must be borne by you. 
Airline regulations and conditions are written on the airline tickets and are issued to passengers subject to their 
acceptance of these conditions. Changes in exchange rates, taxes and any land arrangements costs may alter the 
price of the tour, and St James’ Rail reserves the right to change, amend or cancel this tour and/or itinerary if 
necessary. We reserve the right to amend the itinerary en route to account for unforeseen changes or conditions, or to 
improve the tour experience for the majority, as determined by the tour leader. Passports and visas – a valid passport 
with six months validity from the end of the tour is required. St James’ Rail cannot accept responsibility for any losses 
or expenses incurred as a result of a passenger not holding valid and necessary passport or visa documents. 
 
 INSURANCE 

Travel insurance is highly recommended to protect yourself against cancellation fees, health and other travel risks. If 
you cancel your participation in the tour, either prior or during the tour, cancellation costs will apply. An insurance policy 
can be sent to you from our travel agent, Jones and Turner Travel Associates, Paddington, 2021, for your 
consideration. Obtaining insurance cover is your responsibility. 
 
 FURTHER INFORMATION  

Please call us on (02) 9326 9660, 0418 585 838, email at sjr@digitor.com.au or visit www.stjamesrail.org 
  



 
 

 
PRAGUE TO BUCHAREST 
CRUISING THE DANUBE 

Sunday 11 August to Sunday 1 September 2019 
Booking Form 

 
 
YOUR CONTACT DETAILS 
 
Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Address: …………………………………………………….…………… Suburb: ……………………………… Postcode: ………………… 
 
Home tel: ………………………………………  Work tel: …………………………………… Mobile: ………………………………………. 
 
Email: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
BOOKING DETAILS (Full passenger names EXACTLY as shown in the passport:) 
 
Passenger 1 Name: …………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………….….   
 
  Date of Birth: …………………………….. Passport No: ………………………………… Expiry Date: …………….…. 
 
  Frequent Flyer: Airline ………………………………………………………. No: …………………………..……………. 
 
Passenger 2 Name: …………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………….….   
 
  Date of Birth: …………………………….. Passport No: ………………………………… Expiry Date: …………….…. 
 
  Frequent Flyer: Airline ………………………………………………………. No: …………………………..……………. 
PAYMENT 
 
….. I have enclosed $ ……………….. as deposit ($3,000 per person)  for the above booking. Please make cheques  

payable to St James Rail. 
 
….. I have paid by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) as described previously.  Please email SJR to advise and send  
  this form. 
 

Account Name:   Scenic Journeys by Rail 
BSB:    033 364 
Account Number:  612826 
Reference:  Your name and ‘Prague’ 

 
A letter will be sent acknowledging receipt of your deposit and providing further details. 
 
AIR TRAVEL TO OSLO / FROM LONDON 
 
…..  Please book me/us to travel to Prague on Sunday 11 August 2019, and from Bucharest on Friday 30 August 2019. 
 

(We will call to advise of the best fare option at the time of booking.) 
 
…... Economy class air travel …...    Premium Economy class air travel  …... Business class air travel 
 
….. Please call me to discuss air travel options.  
 
….. I will make my/our own air travel arrangements and meet you in Prague on Saturday 11 August 2019. 
 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
 
Single rooms: ……….  Double rooms: ……….  Twin (two bedded) rooms: ……….  
 
 
ACCOMMODATION ABOARD THE SS BEATRICE 
 
Single stateroom: ……….  Double stateroom: ……….  Twin (two bedded) stateroom: ……….  
 
A single supplement is payable for sole use of staterooms aboard the SS Beatrice. 
 
………. Please contact me to discuss superior accommodation aboard the SS Beatrice 



 
 

 
SPECIAL REQUESTS 
 
Please indicate any dietary or any other sort of special request :  
 
…………………………………………………...………………………….………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………….….…………………………………… 
 
 
INSURANCE 
 
….. Please send an insurance policy from Jones and Turner Travel Associates, Paddington. 
 
 
YOUR SIGNATURE 
 
I have read the reservation conditions outlined above and accept them on behalf of myself and my party by whom I am authorised to 
make this agreement. 
 
 
Signature of person making reservation: …………………………………………………………  Date: ………………………. 
 
 
Cancellation charges will apply as advised in this itinerary. An insurance policy can be forwarded from our travel agent at Jones and 
Turner Travel Associates, Paddington, NSW 2021. 
 
 
Telephone  0418 585 838 
Email   sjr@digitor.com.au     Web  www.stjamesrail.org 
 
June 2018 
  



 
 

 

 


